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1. Place of Presentation: Anaheim, California (Orange County).

2. Indigenous American Tribes of The Immediate Area: Tongva, Juaneño, and Luiseño prior 
to the Spanish colonization of the late 1700’s.

3. Two Major Groups of Indigenous Tribes were thought to originate from the Shoshonean 
Family. They came to be known as the Gabrieleños and the Juaneños because of their 
proximity to the San Gabriel and San Juan Capistrano Missions.

Attribution:
Middlebrook, J.R., (2003). History of Orange County, California. Legends of America. 
https://www.legendsofamerica.com/ca-orangecounty/
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3.    PARTICIPANTS/TIMELINE: 307 HIGH SCHOOL BAND STUDENTS
. ALL PARTICIPANTS COMPLETED A 33-QUESTION

SURVEY. SURVEY INCLUDED BOTH RESPONSES TO SELECT & OPPORTUNITIES FOR FREE RESPONSES FROM
PARTICIPANTS. RESEARCH WAS CONDUCTED IN 2019.

4.    SURVEY WAS ANONYMOUS AND ADMINISTERED VIA GOOGLE SHEETS.
5.   

6.  INTERVIEW METHODOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY STEINER KVALE (2007).

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AS DESCRIBED BY CRESWELL (2014). 
8.  INTERVIEW PARTICIPANT RESPONSE VALIDATION VIA MEMBER CHECKS & ANALYZED VIA OPEN CODING. 





1. This research is predicated on an ontology of critical theory. 

2. Critical theorists employ methodologies that are both dialogical, dynamic and transactional within 
an epistemology. (Denzin and Lincoln  2002).

3.   Employing qualitative customs that critically explores a text (in this case, the high school band  
experience), I aim to find connections and meanings through a lived experience. 

4. Within this music educational context, I aim to deconstruct the typical high school band experiences 
of a particular region in the United States, and address the instruction and overall student  
participatory experience across ensemble, performance, and pedagogical contexts. Critical Theory 
is a constructive means for confronting and examining issues of power, and curriculum.
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Student Interpretations of Literature Programmed Via Survey.
Survey Question: How do you feel about the literature you perform in your high school concert band?

1. I enjoy it. I think the literature has some degree of artistic and educational value.  (31.3%)

2. I really enjoy it! I think the literature is of high artistic quality, and of high educational value.    
(30.6%)

3. I'm neutral to it.  (12.7%)

4. I think the literature is often of low artistic quality, and of little educational value. (2.3%)



Survey Question: Based upon the composers and types of 
works you performed in your concert band, as well as your 
entire high school concert band experience, what would you 
describe as the values/beliefs your high school band director 
has for his/her students in this area of music education?



Student Interpretations of Literature Programmed. 
Top Four Selected Survey Responses:

1.My high school band director believes that we should play 
literature that is of high artistic quality; and be enjoyable for us to 
rehearse & perform. (52.8 %)

2. My high school band director believes we should play only high-
quality literature that enhances our music education. (25.7%)

3. My high school band director believes we should play literature
that is more about fun than education. (4.2%)

4. My high school band director only wants us to play pieces of
literature that he/she likes. (2.9 %)



“Deborah Marks”:

GW: How would you describe your thoughts about the pieces you played in your high school concert band? 

DM: So, I’m never like too enthusiastic about them, they’re not as cool as stuff we get to play here obviously 
just because of the talent level. Which is understandable, but sometimes I wish we could give a little more 
feedback to our band director about choosing stuff.

GW: Hmm, does he let you, or does he give you a chance at all to have any feedback?.....

DM: No… It’s mostly just recycled pieces from past years that we just like have to go with. 

GW: How do you feel about that? 

DM: I get why we have to do it, there’s not a lot of money coming in, but I wish we could try new things 
every now and then. 

GW: Do you think it’s totally about money though?

DM: No, I feel like it’s also because it works and they know it works…Well a suggestion I would have is maybe 
like have a suggestion box like in the band room. And like place names of pieces in there. Or just if we go up 
and talk to them that would work too. But I guess we could do that now it’s just not common.



“Carol Green”:

CG: “I’m like obsessed with Percy Grainger now, he’s my 
hero and I can attribute my enthusiasm for music to him 
for the most part because my band director chose 
“Lincolnshire Posy.” He knew it was going to be a 
challenge, we even played the third movement which 
some high schools don’t because it is so hard and I had 
the bassoon solo, so I was like “Oh!” So, I had to work so 
hard because luckily for me, the hardest thing for me as a 
musician is rhythms and then the third movement of 
“Lincolnshire Posy””



“Jill Brown”:

GW: Great, can you describe one of the favorite pieces you performed in your high school concert 
band?

TB: Um, I would say I think it was this one piece called Lawrence of Arabia. That’s only because it’s 
personal to me, like it has a huge timpani part, but I think the best that our band’s ever sound was 
Instinctive Travels by Michael Markowski, like that’s the best we’ve ever sound.

GW: What made that piece so convincing to play it that well?

TB: Because the students are actually  connected to the music and they actually liked the music. And a 
lot of the music that gets chosen we don’t really like it, but we bear with it because it’s our director’s call. 





Survey Question:

As you think back about the entirety of your high school band experience as a student participant, in what 
other ways can you describe the values and beliefs that your high school band director has for the music 
education of his or her students as based upon your experiences as a student in the program? 

Top Five Selected Survey Responses:

1. My high school band director values providing students with a balanced high school band program with 
equal emphasis on all areas of music education. (54.1%)

2. My high school band director values providing students with a band program that is more about providing 
a positive space for students to participate in an activity rather than being about a providing a serious music 
education. (19.5 %)

3. My high school band director values providing students with a band program that imitates a university 
school of music. (13.7 %)

4. My high school band director values providing students with a band program that is solely concerned with 
making us better people, not necessarily developing better musicians. (6.8 %)

5. My high school band director values providing students with a band program that is about winning in all 
types of competition, including adjudicated festivals. (4.6%)



Survey Responses – Participant Free Response:

1. “Again. They only really cared about how much you will contribute to their program. Your 
development as a true professional musician for the future did not matter to them. It only mattered 
how much you developed in their program, and how much you can contribute in the 4 years you are 
in it. Whatever you want to do in the future will go out the other ear for them, if it affects your 
attendance and time contributed for their band program.” 

2.  “It never was about the students, how they could grow and how they could learn. We were never    
taught anything, we had to get private teachers if we wanted to learn anything remotely valuable, or   
join the choir program. It was always about how many awards our band director had HIS name on. If 
nothing went exactly as he wanted it to improve his reputation and image, the students would always 
get yelled at. I remember one day our band director told us that we didn’t join band to have fun, 
band isn’t supposed to be fun.” 

3. “I think music is a every important part of every musician’s life - but it is their life. Band teachers should
be able to understand that band is not everything, we should be able to go on other school activities 
and miss band class if there is no performance on that day. Its unfair if we aren’t able to go on other 
school activities, but we are forced to be in band 24/7.” 



“Jill Brown”:

TB: ….They really do like; they care for the musicians but to an extent. Like if you’re trying out for like honor 
programs or if you’re trying out for other things that don’t pertain to that high school band program, it’s 
almost like they belittle you in a way.

GW: Hmmm.

TB: It’s like they don’t really care about what you’re doing in the future, they only care about what you’re 
doing in the four years that you’re in it. [High School Band Program].

GW: Wow.

TB: You know, so like if you were to say “Oh, I have like this honor band concert and I really need to like, I 
really need to go” and whatnot. And like it’s just like we have high school band rehearsal, we just need a 
small rehearsal, they’ll like won’t let it slide. They’ll be really upset and like your grade drops down and just 
all this stuff. They hold so many things against you if like you’re doing something that pertains to your future, 
you know. It’s just like they don’t, the future’s just clouded to them. It’s like it doesn’t matter whatever like 
you do, it’s just you have to prioritize our high school band program even though you’re only in it for the 
four years of your life, compared to doing an honor program that could help you for your future. So, it’s just 
like they just really cared about what you contributed to their high school band and if something is in the 
way of that they get very upset. Like that’s it, that’s just it, that’s all it was, that’s what I dealt with all four 
years. 



“Bob Lee”:

BL: Okay, to put it very bluntly, plainly I think that our band director only really 
cares about his own personal status. I don’t think he cares too much about the 
students and their well-being. Obviously, if you are way up there in the 
program, he’s nicer to you and more open and everything, but other than that, 
I think he really only truly cares about how everyone perceives him because it’s 
“his” program and everything “he’s” done and “his” students. Stuff like that. I do 
think he does strive to do the best that make the ensembles the best they can 
be, but with some of the methods being very outdated or his attitude not being 
in the right mindset it sometimes shows that he’s coming towards the end. 





Survey Responses – Participant Free Response:

1. “I feel like the band program doesn’t promote music education very well due to poor morals set by 
the band director”.

2. “My band director wants to be all-inclusive. He encourages everyone to at least try out the arts. He 
isn’t trying to train up a bunch of music majors but wants everyone to experience music’s effect on 
everyday people”.

3. “He is an excellent music educator, a funny guy with a personality that everyone likes, but, for that 
reason he is quite a slacker when it comes to his duties as a teacher. A very musical person, talented,     
but I do not think he truly values the education of his students as much as his paycheck. He does the 
job but not to the level and dedication of other band teachers I have had ranging from the various
conductors I've worked under including my middle school band director to the ones I've had in All
state/All-southern. Nonetheless, I would not discount him for being a great teacher that everyone likes.   
He may not teach at a very high level or detail, but students love him for who he is and often talk to
him if anyone needs it, despite his numerous antics.”

4. “My high school band director values providing students with a band program that is more about 
providing a positive space for students to participate in an activity rather than being about a providing 
a serious music education.”

5. “That what really matters is our passion for music, not some trophy. He cares more about us enjoying
being high school musicians more than any festival rating.”



“Bob Lee”:

BL: I think the ensembles themselves are high enough quality for a high school band, but I feel like it kind 
of gets pulled together very last minute. Like it’s all based off of like hoping and that scares me.

GW: Why do you think that is? 

BL: You know, observing four years of rehearsing with our band director, I’ve noticed that we rehearse the 
things we already do very well, and we don’t rehearse the things we truly need. On the flip side of that, 
there are sometimes where if it’s really bad, they will only focus on that one, but then they focus on that 
one so much that we never touch base with some other things. So, we could learn a piece at the 
beginning, and we get another piece and we only work on that second piece, but by the time the 
concert rolls around, we’ve only had one rehearsal on the first piece.



“John Pilot”:

JP: “I think he values most not in the product of what we make out in the end, but it’s more of the process 
of making that product because I feel like my band director tends to emphasize mostly on teamwork, 
balance, ambition, things that you can’t really do as an individual player because you have to listen to 
others. So, he doesn’t, well he obviously cares, but he doesn’t care much about how we sound at the 
very end of a performance, but he wants us to get the details on how we get to that process.”

“Carol Green”:

CG: “Um, so our mission statement and my band director really, I do believe this is my band director’s 
values. The mission statement is “Integrity, respect, and discipline and then excellence.” But the major 
things that are preached, and they’re very, very focused on in the program is integrity and respect. So, 
before we learn our scales, we learn how to say “yes sir,” “yes, ma’am,” “thank you,” “please.” Um, we 
clap for every parent, the whole band applause - gives a massive applause to every parent that helps us 
no matter how many parents are there. So, before we even work on music, what’s drilled into our minds is 
how to be respectful students, and integrity as well. Not showing up to a rehearsal unprepared and also
not showing up to a class – to a test unprepared, those two things go hand in hand in the program and 
my band director believes those because he sort of he… what’s the word… he demonstrates those 
values.” 



“Carol Green”:

CG: “I have a lot of opportunities to play, and my band director’s very 
supportive of solo work and our school hosts a solo and small ensemble festival 
that I’ve performed at every year since my freshman year. And the students, I 
think most of the success performance-wise comes from the students because 
I think there’s a culture in my band program where if I want to make a quintet, 
I can just talk to my friends and we’ll make a quintet and we’ll perform at the 
solo and small ensemble festival and I’ve done that two years. And we 
perform at festivals, our concert band isn’t competitive at all because we 
don’t really think that’s the way to go, but I’ve, all four years gotten to play 
solos in front of audiences. I’ve received command performances; I’ve been 
able to perform in front of real judges.”





“Carol Green”:

CG: “Being surrounded by other students who believe the same thing was really encouraging to me 
because it’s so easy to get caught up in what your peers think and losing your integrity, but since 
integrity is such a big part of our program’s culture, I love the fact that I show up to school and I’m 
surrounded by kids who would never cheat on a test, ever. You know, I have friends who would never 
even think about being disrespectful to an adult and things like that. So, I love that they’re preached, I 
will always preach them to other people as I grow up, as I interact with other people, those values will 
always be ingrained in my heart, I think.”

“Deborah Marks”:

DM: “Well I think it really determined my friendships, and like my group of friends at the school.  And, just 
the people you hang around with can like completely change how you behave, I think. And, so I think it 
brought me to be in contact with a good group of people in my school. Where there’s like other 
influences that could’ve gotten to me if I was hanging around the wrong crowd and stuff like that. So, I 
think it gave me a little family within the school.”





•

•

•



Survey Question: The Marching Band Experience:

Based upon the marching band experience you experienced as a student, what would you describe as 
the values/beliefs your high school band director has for his/her students in this area of music education?

Top Five Selected Survey Responses:

1. My high school band director believes that marching band should be about developing us a people, 
as well as about artistry and education. (49.2%)

1. My high school band director believes that marching band is centrally about artistry and education. 
(16.6%)

3. My high school band director believes that marching band is about balancing education, developing 
us as people; and winning in competition. (14.7 %)

4. My high school band director believes that marching band is only about having fun. (4.2%)

5. My high school band director believes that marching band is about winning. He/she only really cares 
about winning in competition. (1.6 %)



Survey Responses – Participant Free Response:

1. “My director would be inclined to win for medals and trophies as well as student leaders which I 
disagreed with, even if we didn't win a medal we still put in the work, which is what mattered to me”.

2. “He invests so much time and money into marching band, and because of that, the student leaders 
reflect and give off the same values for the students.”

3. “It’s the same as what we do for concert band; we value good punctuality, good work ethic, 
willingness to adapt, and preparedness.”

4. “I believe that our director sees marching band as an experience. When in marching season, I think  
that she helps all of the students work hard while allowing us to team build. Marching season is one of  
the only times that all the band students from the different classes can interact and grow together with 
music. She also allows for students to participate in leadership roles and for me, that experience further  
increased my enjoyment for marching season.”

5. “My band director does not really focus on marching band as much as she does concert band.”



“Mike Smith”:

GW:  Can you describe how you feel about all of the performance opportunities you’ve had in your high 
school band program? How do you feel about that, looking back on it?

MS: Um, I feel overall, it’s kind of limited. 

GW: Okay. 

MS: Because concert band is second semester, so that means that we have a lot less time you are going 
to learn pieces to perform.

GW: Okay, so what do you do first semester?

MS: Marching band.

GW: Okay, so concert band is second semester.

MS: Yes.

MS:  So then because a lot of people prefer marching band, that’s their thing, you can tell that the focus 
isn’t 100% there. So, then you can tell, you can find out the attitude overall in the band. So, then it also 
doesn’t contribute much to the amount of times we could perform every year. 





Survey Question: Please describe your experience in adjudicated festivals as a member of your high school 
concert band.

Survey Responses – Participant Free Response:
1. “My school's festival experience was and probably will remain to be the most enjoyable memory for me. It 
consistently has been well planned and we have been well prepared and perform well. We would have 
music given to us, or decide music with the new director, months in advance. Start off practicing it 
individually, then having small full group rehearsal, sections for a few weeks, then resume regular full group 
rehearsals and then perform.”

2. “Festivals have felt very mediocre. It is not that the actual festival itself is bad, I just do not feel like getting 
scored for one's performance is enjoyable. However, I do enjoy listening to the bands of neighboring 
schools.”

3. “Usually we have one festival per group, and we as a group usually feel nervous at times due to us 
understanding that our school is not a top school in terms of music performance, but we do our best and 
work through it together, no matter the outcome.”

4. “Each year, besides my senior year, we never really learned anything in the festivals besides performing 
for the sake of getting the winning title. In the festival clinic for my last year, our music truly improved and we 
were able to perform successfully in Carnegie Hall.”

5. “It was always a good experience and we can get a lot of good ideas about how to improve our music. 
We would do clinics after each performance and learn a lot from them. It reveals a lot about our teacher -
we can tell if they really know what they're doing.” 





Implications for Music Educators



1. Music Educators are encouraged to take time to consider and determine exactly what their values 
for music education are, and how those values are being operationalized in their curriculum. Music 
educators are also encouraged to find opportunities to affirm these values publicly with their students –
especially as they connect to pedagogy, curriculum, and student experiences.

2. Music Educator Awareness: Perceptions of prescribed artistic activities held by band directors and 
students often have drastically different interpretations, especially regarding the educational/artistic 
intent that informs the activity. 

3. While high school band directors often see performances/culminating artistic events as an end unto 
themselves, student perceptions move beyond mere performances/culminating artistic events - and 
are often deeply rooted into elements of Participatory Performance (MacGregor, 2019)

4. Opportunities for student input/empowerment/choice can have powerful effects into enhancing 
the overall student experience (educationally, artistically, or personally). Music Educators are 
encouraged to find opportunities to implement these opportunities throughout their band program. 



5. The impact of the student band cohort often serves as individual motivator/sustaining force for 
participating students – especially as their interpretation/understandings about an artistic/educational 
opportunity may run contrary to their own prescribed beliefs about the merits of an activity. 
(MacGregor, 2019)

6. Pre-Service Music Education Programs are encouraged to design and implement curriculum in 
which participating students are implored to consider their own values/beliefs for music education; 
and adjudicate how those values/beliefs are informed (including through their own personal 
experiences as a student), and operationalized.

7. Opportunities for open, honest, and straightforward dialogue regarding band program experiences 
and the reasoning behind them between student and music educator are vital to create trust and 
allow opportunities for genuine understanding and input.



Conclusion  & Questions
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